March 2019

MODULE M6015024 x 3
Description:
4 x Metal supports (150x20cm) + 21 x Metal shelves (60x24cm).
Weight: ~ 32,5 kg
Shipping: 3 x Parcels (2 x Par. 10-15 kg + 1 x Par. 5-10 kg)
Finishes:
You can choose and combine colors, according to your needs, from the chart at
the end of our htbrochure.
p:/sekulic-at r.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/SHELVING-SY TEM-by-TQA-Brochure-March-2019.pdf
Installation:
Two general wall fixings (plugs Ø 6 mm + L screws) for each support. Simply
hang the support to the installed fixings. In order to find out the maximum
weight per fixing, we recommend Fischer catalog ue of plugs and maximum
supporting weights, according to the wall material and type of plug.
Shelves are delivered with small connectors. Once supports are installed to the
wall, hang connectors to the desired height and simply put down the shelf,
fitting it into the connectors.
Price:
Price/Unit

Code

M6015024 x 3

(546 € + shipping costs*) x VAT**

* You can download our shipping costs .pdf file from our webpage.
** VAT not included. You will pay VAT in your country. It will be charged by
your post office when the shipment is delivered. For calculating VAT, a nominal
value is a sum of product price and shipping costs.
Note for damaged shipments: If you have received a damaged shipment, you
can reclaim for compensation at your post office, usually within 24h. If the
shipment is visibly damaged at delivery, you can reject it, and it will be sent
back to us. Than we can reclaim it to our post office.
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TQA stands for Tim elessness, Quality & Architecture, a brand created by SEKULIĆ-ATTAR ARCHITECTS (SAA), dedicated to developing affordable products
that will help shaping a better private & office life. SAA reserves rights to modify the specifications of their products, which serve to their improvement or
correspond to changes in legal provisions. To check the updated information, visit our website www.sekulic-attar.com. For more information and orders,
contact us at office@sekulic-attar.com.
M6015024 x 3

